Pettee Memorial Library Quest

Wilmington, Vermont
Moderate
Historical, Vista
Pavement
1:00

To get there: From Brattleboro (or Exit 2 off I-91) take Route 9 West to Wilmington (about 20 miles). At the traffic light go left, pass Young and Constantine, and park in front of the library or in the lot across the street.

Clues:
1. Start in front of the place where books are kept
   There are memorials for our country’s defenders.
   ______________________ (___) ______ memories are honored at the
   watering hole,
   What a great place to start our search for treasures.

2. Walk down to the light,
   Pass galleries, restaurants and ___ (___) ___ ___ ___ ___ ___’s office
   of law.
   Cross Route 9 with the lighted man,
   There’s a bench to rest and see what you saw.

3. History says the ___ ___ (___) ___ ___ level in 1935
   Was over a child’s head.
   Deerfield River water has since been controlled,
   And stays below in the riverbed.

4. Continue north past the Police door and
   Walk by the red phone.
   You’ll come to a gallery
   By the name of Sticks and ___ ___ ___ (___) ___ ___.

5. The arduous part of our journey starts here,

Comment [A1]: Expanded each letter space by two more line, making three total for each letter, consistent change throughout clue set.
Turn right and begin the \textcolor{red}{___ ___ ___ (___) ___}.
Two driveways up on the right is the Historical Society
And I can’t find a rhyme.

6. Stop, rest, turn around and listen for bells
Down below.
\textcolor{red}{___ ___ ___ (___) ___ ___ ___} Mountain rises behind as you head
East really slow...ly.

7. The drive on your left has signs for
Children at Play.
The name \textcolor{red}{___ ___ (___) ___ ___ ___ Haven}
Suggests why some visit and stay.

8. Continue your ascent and now the paved turns to dirt—
\textcolor{red}{(___) ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ Road} is your next sign.
I hope your feet don’t hurt.

9. Pass an old orchard and hear
Route 9 traffic down below.
Imagine the \textcolor{red}{___ ___ (___) ___} that were grazing here
Two hundred years ago.

10. Unscramble the letters to discover
Where you are.
If you find the plaque you’ll know that
The box isn’t very far.

\textcolor{red}{Wilmington ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ M ___ ___ ___}